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ABSTRACT 

 

The usage of gadgets and the web has seen an 

outburst growth and since internet accessibility 

has become widespread, the need for information 

retrieval from the web has become an integral area 

of focus. Presently search engines like Google have 

a drastic improvement in performance through the 

usage of Artificial Intelligence. The web is rich in 

information to the user and all websites 

communicate through sets of links and hyperlinks. 

Since searches provide us with exploration of 

information, it is necessary that the content of the 

web pages which users are getting in the search 

results is up to date, accurate and relevant to their 

needs. Focusing on the searches that provide 

information about a specific content, the sites 

should not provide misleading information. For 

dealing with the searches like disease symptoms, 

the users have to be given correct and up to date 

information. Since pages on the basis of a specific 

content are innumerable and finding the necessary 

content manually is impossible, the pages have to 

be ranked in terms of links directing to the 

webpage and of those moving out of it. For 

implementing this we have the PageRank 

algorithm which is primarily applied by search 

engines like Google, for providing the users with 

necessary, accurate and updated content based on 

their searches provided. Ranking of web pages is 

done on the basis of in-links and out-links of it. 

Ranking is done to identify the most relevant 

resources with the highest quality among all the 

relevant resources on the web and other 

information retrieval systems. The main motive 

behind PageRank is to provide the relative 

importance of a page. The PageRank algorithm 

provides the output as a probability distribution 

that is used to represent the possibility that a user 

will arrive at the page through directing and 

redirecting links. There are different versions of 

page ranking algorithms and each implementation 

aims to optimize the idea of the page ranking 

algorithm. In this paper we focus on the analysis of 

different page ranking algorithms to provide best 

optimization for searches so that the users get 

accurate information regarding search results. 

Keywords – Artificial Intelligence, Google Search, 

Links, Hyperlinks, Webpage Content, PageRank, 

Search Optimizations 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Searching the web has seen an utmost popularity in the 

current decade and for the current generation that is 

dependent on computers and gadgets, it is important for 

search engines to have maximum possible accuracy and 

relevancy in their content [22]. The search engine has to 

provide accurate, up-to-date and relevant content of the 

input keyword provided by the user. Focusing on the 

content searches, the pages that are provided by the search 

engine as a response to the searched keyword have to be 

accurate [4], and the search engine should ensure that 
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pages with incorrect and outdated content, although 

relevant to the keywords, aren't displayed in the search 

results page [6]. The PageRank algorithm provides a 

probability distribution as the output that provides the 

chances that a user arrives at that particular page through 

in-links and out-links of the page [1]. Following explains the 

architecture and working of the search engine [9]. 

 

Architecture and Working of the Search Engine:  

  

1. Crawler - This is a module that is used to collect the web 

pages. The pages that are collected by the crawler are 

known as crawled web pages. 

2. Indexer - A module that creates inverted files based on the 

crawled web pages [14]. 

3. Based on a generated keyword web map is generated 

  -- User enters a query in a search box. 

  -- Query servers generate Keywords from the text entered 

by the user [16]. 

4. Ranked engine generates rank for each webpage. 

5. Generate web page result sets. 

 

Crawling, Ranking and Indexing are the essential parts of 

the search engine [25].  

The working of a Search engine is as follows: 

 

❖ Firstly, the search engine performs the operation of 
collecting the pages from the web and storing them in a 
repository, known as crawling.  

❖ Secondly, it analyzes the pages in the repository and 
extracts the title and link (URL). From the major parts of 
the pages, keywords are gathered, which are known as 
search terms.                                   

❖ Then Ranking is performed which involves the method of 
calculation of the rank of the pages which portrays the 
importance of the crawled page. 

 

Ranking means identifying the most relevant resources 

with the highest quality among all the relevant resources on 

the web and other information retrieval systems [7].   

 

PageRank is an evolutionary Ranking algorithm and since 

1998, it is implemented by Google web search engine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Google Architecture 

 

 
 

 

 

Architecture Diagram of a Ranking system: 

 

  
 

BACKGROUND STUDY AND RELATED 

ALGORITHMS 

 

Algorithm #1 - PageRank Algorithm: 

 

PageRank is a link analysis algorithm which assigns 

decimal weight values to each element of a hyperlinked set 

of documents, such as the WWW, with the purpose of 

analyzing its relative importance within the set. The 

algorithm’s application tends to any collection of entities 

with reciprocal quotations and references. The numerical 

weight that is assigned to a given element E is termed as the 

PageRank of E and is denoted by PR(E). 

A PageRank is resulted from the algorithm based on the 

web-graph, created by all WWW pages as nodes and 

hyperlinks as edges.  

Below graph shows a typical example of a PageRank 

Algorithm. 
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Here’s the example graph of PageRank but with weighted 

values.  

 

 
 

 

Algorithm:  

procedure PageRank(G, iterations): 

 dampingFactor  0.85 

 outHash  G 

 inHash  G 

 NumberofPages  G 

 for all page in the graph do  

  oldPageRank[p]  (1/NumberofPages) 

 end for  

 while iterations > 0 do  

  pageDampingFactor  0 

  for all page that has no out-links do 

   pageDampingFactor  

pageDampingFactor + dampingFactor * 

(oldPageRank[page] / NumberofPages) 

   end for 

  for all page in the graph do  

   newPageRank[page]  

pageDampingFactor + ((1-dampingFactor) 

/NumberofPages) 

   for all inPage in inHash[p] do  

    newPageRank[page]  

newPageRank[page] + (dampingFactor * 

oldPageRank[inPage] / outHash[inPage]) 

   end for 

  end for 

  oldPageRank  newPageRank 

  iterations  iterations - 1 

 end while 

end procedure  

 

 

Algorithm #2 - Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search 

(HITS) algorithm: 

 

Firstly, the algorithm involves selecting and getting the 

pages that are most relevant, and send to the search query. 

The primary set is the root set, which can be gathered by 

selecting the top-rated pages that is returned through a 

text-based search algorithm. By exacerbating the root set 

with all the pages linked from it (out-links), and link to it 

(in-links), the base set can be obtained. The pages present 

in the base set and all links constitute the focused subgraph, 

where the computation of the algorithm is implemented. It 

consists of a series of iterations each having these 

important increment operations: 

• Increment each node’s authority score as the sum of each 

hub scores pointing to it, that is, a node is given a high 

authority score by linking from pages that are considered as 

information Hubs. 

• Increment each node’s hub score as the sum of the hub 
scores of each node pointed to, that is, a node is provided 
with a high hub score by linking to nodes of subject 
authorities. 

The hub’s and authority’s score is assigned by using the 

following algorithmic steps: 

1. Start with hub and authority score of 1 for each 
node. 

2. Execute the respective hub and authority update 
steps. 

3. By finding the mean square values of the hub and 
authority scores, normalize the values. 
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4. Repeat second step when necessary. 
 

Difference from PageRank: 

 It is dependent on query, i.e., the link analysis scores are 
influenced on the search items. 

 It is executed at the time of query, with the associated 
performance hit that accompanies processing time of 
queries. 

 It is not commonly used by search engines. 
 It computes two scores per page. 
 It is processed on a small subset of relevant pages, not all 

pages as the case with PageRank.  

Pseudocode: 

Let G be the set of pages. 

for each page Page1 in G do  

 Page1.authority = 1; 

 Page1.hub = 1; 

 for step from 1 to n do  

  normval = 0; 

  for each page Page1 in G do 

  p.authority = 0; 

  for each page Page2 in 

Page1.incomingNeighbours do 

   Page1.authority += Page2.hub; 

  normval += square(Page1.authority); 

 normval = squareroot(normval); 

 for each page p in G do 

 Page1.auth = 0; 

 for each page Page2 in Page1.incomingNeighbours do 

  Page1.authority += Page2.hub; 

 normval += square(Page1.authority); 

 normval = squareroot(normval); 

 for each page Page1 in G do 

  Page1.hub= (Page1.hub)/normval 

 

Algorithm #3 – Improved HITS (I-HITS) 

algorithm: 

 

HITS algorithm is symmetric, in the sense that both hub 

and authority weights are defined in the same way. The 

algorithm is also egalitarian, i.e., when computing the 

authority weight of some page p, the hub weights of the 

pages that point to page p are all treated equally. However, 

these properties of the algorithm may lead to non-intuitive 

results. 

 

If a page, say page X points to another page, page Y, then X 

is known as the source page and Y is known as the target 

page. The more popular a page is, the more other pages 

tend to point to or it will be linked to by other pages. The 

experiment uses more specific and detailed ternary 

evaluation and classifies a document as: 

1 – Highly Relevant (HR): This evaluation contains much 

essential and authoritative information about the given 

query. 

2 – Relevant (R): Has relevant but not necessary 

information about the given query. 

3 – Non-Relevant (NR): Includes neither the keywords of 

the given nor relevant information about it. 

For each page, the count of each category is compared and 

the category with the largest count is selected.  

The more popular a page is, the more the other pages tend 

to point to it or it will be linked to other pages. The 

proposed version allocates bigger ranks to more essential 

pages instead of partitioning the rank of a page evenly 

among its out-link pages. 

From the results, it is concluded that the I-HITS algorithm 

that is proposed as an improvement over the HITS 

algorithm, has increased the ability to distinguish the link 

importance of the page, and avoids top drift. 

Comparatively, the improvement is better when searching 

related pages with an increment in query quality.  

 

Algorithm Analysis Table: 

 

Algorithm Functions Features 

PageRank 1. Link Analysis 
algorithm 

2. Assigns 
decimal weight values 
to hyperlinked pages 

3. Analyzes 
relative importance 
within the set  

1. Finds the 
relevancy in 
pages through 
ranking 

2. Search 
optimization is 
done through 
ranking of pages 

HITS 1. Consists of 
authority and hub 
scores for each page. 

2. Performing 
respective hub and 
authority score 
updates and 
normalize the values 
through mean square 
values. 

1. Query 
dependent 

2. Executio
n at the time of 
query. 

3. Compute
s two scores per 
page. 

4. Processe
s on a small 
subset of relevant 
pages 

I-HITS 1. Improvement 
over HITS; Detailed 
ternary evaluation 

2. Assigns three 
classifications, Highly 
Relevant, Relevant 
and Non-Relevant. 

3. Count of each 
category is compared. 

4. Allocates 
bigger ranks to more 
essential pages. 

1. Increase
d ability to 
distinguish link 
importance of a 
page. 

2. Avoids 
top drift. 

3. Better 
improvement 
when searching 
related pages 
with increment 
in query quality. 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparison of PageRank and Weighted PageRank: 
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Analyzing 
Factor 

PageRank Weighted 
PageRank 

Definition Link-analysis 
algorithm 
considering only 
backlinks. 

Link-analysis 
algorithm focusing 
on weighted 
values of in 
links and outlinks. 

Concept of 
Web Mining 
Applied 

Web Structure 
Mining 

Web Structure 
Mining 

Time 
Complexity 
of Algorithm 

O(log(n)) Less than 
O(log(n)) 

Query 
Dependency 

Independent of 
query 

Independent of 
query 

Explanation Calculates page 
ranks at indexing 
time by evenly 
distributing rank 
values among 
outlinked pages. 

Calculates page 
rank weighted 
values at indexing 
time by unevenly 
distributing rank 
values among 
outlinked pages. 

Quality of 
Outcome 

Medium Quality Medium Quality 
but higher than 
traditional 
PageRank 

Relevancy Less relevant 
since the 
algorithm works 
at indexing time. 

Less relevant since 
the algorithm 
calculates weights 
at indexing time.  

Merit Rank calculation 
is done based on 
page importance. 

Assigns larger 
weights to more 
important pages. 

Demerit Favours older 
and outdated 
pages since rank 
is calculated 
based on page 
links. 

Works only based 
on web page 
popularity. 

 

Comparison of HITS and PageRank: 

 

Analyzing 
Factor 

PageRank 
algorithm 

HITS algorithm 

Definition Link analysis 
algorithm 
based on 
random surfer 
model 

Link analysis 
algorithm 

Web Mining 
technique 

Web Structure 
Mining 

Web Content 
Mining and Web 

Structure Mining 

Functionality Computes rank 
at crawling 
time. A 
combined rank 
with 
information 
retrieval score 
is analyzed. 
More efficient. 

Invokes 
traditional page 
sets of SEs and 
finds it’s hub and 
authorities. 
Computed at 
query time. Not 
feasible for SEs. 

Mutual 
Reinforcement 

Doesn’t 
distinguish 
between the 
hub and the 
authority of a 
page. Just 
calculates page 
rank based on 
authority of the 
page. 

Emphasizes 
between authority 
and hubs. 

Query 
Dependency 

Query 
Independent 

Query Dependent 

Algorithm 
Stability 

Unstable. 
Values may 
vary drastically 
if links are 
modified. 

Unstable. Scores 
change based on 
link modification. 

Input 
Parameters 

Backlinks Content, 
Frontlinks and 
Backlinks 

Neighbourhood 
Applications 

Applied to the 
entire web 

Applied to the 
local 
neighbourhood of 
pages based on 
query results. 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

User Side: 

As soon as the users install the extension, they can start 

highlighting any content in the webpage. When they 

highlight a content, a tooltip appears with two buttons, 

Useful, shown in green, and Inaccurate, shown in red. If the 

user clicks either button, the content selected is highlighted 

and is automatically sent to the database. The particular 

URL is also saved for score analysis. A positive score is sent 

if the user has clicked Useful and a negative score is sent if 

the user has clicked Inaccurate.  

‘overallScore’ variable is calculated based on the sum of 

scores of the URL, and if the page has received positive 

response more, then the link is highlighted green on the 
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Google Search Page. If the page has received more negative 

responses, then the link is highlighted red on the search 

page. In case both positive and negative responses are 

equal, then the link is highlighted gray on the search page. 

 

Developer Side: 

The first step is recording all highlights made by the users 

and retaining the highlights on the page. This is done by 

storing all recorded highlighted contents on the database. 

The respective URL also is saved when the user provides a 

response. The backend takes care of the tag results provided 

by the user and respectively records it in the database. After 

saving the URL, the backend evaluates the overall score of 

the URL from the saved scores on the content in the URL. 

The frontend receives the overall score from the backend 

and respectively highlights the URL based on the nature of 

the overall scores received. For overall positive response, 

the link is highlighted Green, for negative response the link 

is highlighted Red, and Gray highlight is done for neutral 

response. 

The frontend of the project is done in JavaScript. Google 

Chrome extensions are made using three main files, 

manifest.json, background.js and contentScript.js. The 

manifest file initiates all the files and the processes of the 

chrome extension. The background JavaScript file takes 

care of initiating all event listeners sent by the 

contentScript file. The contentScript file is where the 

desired code is written. 

The backend and server are implemented in Java. I have 

partitioned the backend into three categories, controller, 

repo and service. Since highlights and the page have to be 

separately evaluated by the backend, each of both the 

Highlights and Pages classes have the three categories of 

files: 

• The files in the controller partition are 

responsible for receiving the highlight request, 

assigning tags and generating respective score.  

• The repo partition is responsible for assigning 

the respective score key for the highlight content 

and interactions with the database.  

• The service is responsible for calculating the 

overall score and interactions with the frontend 

after evaluation of overall score. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION & DISCUSSION 

 

 
 

 
 

Comparison Graphs of PageRank and HITS: 

 

 
 

 
 

The main aim of this implementation is to show the manual 

ranking of the page links by accepting user highlights. 

Finding Promoted Content is the main motive of the Search 

Engine Optimization. Search Engines always aim for 

increasing the rank of the promoted content. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Hence each version of page ranking algorithm’s 

functionalities, improvements and working is analyzed 

theoretically. The difference between PageRank and HITS 

algorithm is studied and the other two improvement 

algorithms have been analyzed and the area of 

improvement is found through the study of the algorithm. 

Each of the algorithm has its own advantages and 

disadvantages, hence the search engine has to analyze the 

merits and demerits of the algorithms to make optimized 

searches. As discussed before, since the popularity of 

searches is high, optimization is a key factor that has to be 

focused. 
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